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BACKGROUND

Abnormal metabolism is frequently observed in cancer and other diseases, but the regulatory mechanisms and therapeutic implications remain unclear. For example, increasing evidence demonstrates cancer survival and metastatic spreading often require exogenous fatty acid (FA) uptake and consumption. Unfortunately, existing solutions to measure FAs are expensive or use large fluorescent groups that compromise assays, and none are readily compatible with protein analysis in bulk or single cells. Thus, new materials and methods are needed to assay fatty acid uptake, and more generally, to simultaneously profile metabolic activity and protein levels at single-cell resolution.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Prof. Min Xue from the University of California, Riverside and Prof. Wei Wei from the Institute for Systems Biology have developed materials and methods to detect and measure FA uptake alone or simultaneously with protein detection in multiplex down to single-cell resolution. FA analogs with an azide functional group mimics natural FAs. Specially designed small polymers are used to efficiently assay the FA analogs and produce fluorescent or chemical signals upon binding. The technology is compatible with protein analysis and generally applicable to other metabolites and proteins.

APPLICATIONS

▶ To assay for azide-modified molecules, such as FAs, at bulk or single-cell level.
▶ To analyze cellular metabolism by integrating metabolic and proteomic readouts.
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